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Introduction: 
Prospects and Problems 

in the New Century 
JOHN MUELLER AND ARTHUR A. STEIN 

As we abandon the old, century and enter a new one, ibeems clear that 
there are at least four international developments that could have cwia l  
cmsequences. 

First, the leading countries confrmt no compelling or immediate major 
threats of a rnilitary sort; that is, there is little or m danger that anything 
resembling World War 111 will break out, 'The end of the Cold W;;rr trans- 
formed the distribution of global power with the collapse of the Soviet 
Idnion. Russia is smaller and fess pwerful than the Soviet Union was, 
m d  it  does^^? have the imperial control over Eastern Europe the Soviet 
Union had (though it does still possess much of the nuclear weapons ca- 
pacity that some internationai ~laticms theorists have seen to be deter- 
mhhg of international structure). And arguments heard as recently as 
the early 1990s about the decline of U.S. power have been replaced by 
ones that characterize the United States as the sole remaining super- 
power m d  the international sygem as unigolar* 

Second, the Cold War concluded with the demise of a dramatic ideo- 
logical stmggle in world affairs. As Fascism died in World War 11, the end 
of the Cold Witr wih-rcssed the collapse ol state Commw~ism, 'The rest& 
seems to constitute the triumph of liberalism-democracy and market 
capitalism-and the recognition of the faflure of dtematiwe eccrnornic 
and pditical systems, Cutresltly at least, all the leading countries see the 
world in essentially the same way. 



Third, m d  substantially in consequence of the first two developments, 
there has been an enormous expansion of international trade and of 
mdtinatimal econontic interconnections, Of considerable potential im- 
portance, these intercomections in m a y  cases supersede-and perhaps 
render ohsolete-older ~lationships of a political sort. The Cold M, like 
hot war, disrupted the flows of capital, commerce, and people, and its 
collapse makes possible the creation of a truly giubal marketplace, one in 
which ertchange leads to t-he m s t  efficient aliocation of resources. 
h d  fourth, the prospects for growth and economic clevelopment are 

further enfianced by rapidly expanding technological improvements in 
communications and h information flows that facilitate economic and 
non-economic international interconnections, ones that substantially 
skirt standard political mrmgements. 

The combined effect of these c(eve1opments is to transform world af- 
fairs. The securii-y enviro ent in which states operate seems radically to 
have changed, and this makes possible a reallocation of national e k r t  
from security to material cclncerns. Thus there is a  aso on able prospect 
for an unparalleled era of prosperity and peace. 

But less benign forces also persist. The collapse of the Soviet multfna- 
tional empirc. has witnessed the rise in some places of e th ic  conajct and 
has perbaps created new poli,tieai space for such conflicts to flourish. In 
addition, it is possible that we are merely enduring a britf blatus before 
a new challenge to the international order is launched, perhaps by China 
or Russia or by another emergent or resurgent state. 
Sorne states thus face the provect of a virtuouxcircite in which reduced 

threat stimulates greater prosperity nlhich in turn heightens the degree of 
security and peace. Yet other states may confront a vicious cycle in which 
conflict and turmoil destroy wealth and d u c e  investment that in turn 
fosters still greater vicrlence, and in which ethnic conflicts, religious 
feudsf and border kvars m y  fil  the vacurns left by the diminjshed role 
of the distant and distracted. superpowers. 5rnj.larly the positive 
prospects oE the gl&d economy are not yet, and may not: smn be, avail- 
able for all nations and alX regior~s of" the world. The result is that poli- 
tics-political chojce-=mains important. 

The new international conrliticm poses problems for policymakers and 
sch&rs alike. Both now .find a world qllite djffereM from Chat: which 
they experitnced. durislg the Cold WBr. What often seemed to be the cer- 
tainty of bipolarity, and of military m d  ideological superpwer competi- 
tion, has been replaced with a less anchored and perhaps more nujd en- 
vironment. Moreover, the ahility of states to control outcomes may grow 
weaker under the omlaught of global economic forces. Scholars face new 
chaflemges to the adewacy of their formulations for explaining the end of 
the old world m d  the beginning of the new one being born. 
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Tn this book, a grczup of political scientists, economists, and historians 
assess these important developments. Despite disciplinary and other CM- 
ferences, the wtfnors are in broad agreement that intgortant hjstorical 
changes are occurring in the nature of internatimal potitics, and they 
agree about some of the ways to think about them. They differ in their 
pcsspcetives and proffer different spceulaticms about the new era and 
about the consequences and difficulties of the emergent relationship be- 
tween politics and ecmomics. They aim wary in the degree to MIhich they 
arc optimistic or pessintistic about. the way thhgs appear to be going. 

The Rasecsance Connection 

This collection began with a call to colleagues, students, and lriends of 
fichard Rosecrmce to delineate the factors that will be central to world 
politics in the next century1 The resulting essays were written in his 
honor, and, not surprisingly, they form a testament to themes that run 
through his work and to his intellectual contributions as an author, col- 
league, m d  teacher. 

The essays deal with a variety of issues of his to^, of national security 
and of political economy-areas with Mlhich Rosecrance has been cm- 
ccmed through~ut his caEer. fn particular, the essays focus on the need 
for a dynamic perspective, a =current theme in his work and a regular 
admonition to his colleagues and sbdents. His first book, Action a~zd Re- 
actiou in Wmld Polifics, looked at the changing role of domestic politics on 
internationai politics during the Xast two centurics. His Tfze Rise of fhe 
Tradif~g S f a f e  focused on the changing ~lationship between commerce 
and conquest" And his ncw The Rise i?f thc Virftcal SFzlte extends the m@- 
sis into a new technological era,"n various ways, the essays exgXsre that 
analysis and its i~nplications for the next century. In his contributim, 
Roseerancc fiimself pllrsues the analogy of states \N.ith firms and explores 
the kplications for i n k m a t i d  politics. 

Elements of Agreement and Disagreement 

The contributrrrs are d r a m  from different disciplines. Mthough the ma- 
jority are political scientists, the authors include economists (Lal, Kay- 
sen, and Uardeni) and a historian (Schroeder), Most are academics, but 
they include one whose anaIysis is done pmdominantly in the private 
sector (Yardeni), and some of the acadelnics have had extensive experi- 
ence in international hstitutions (Lat at the World Bank) m d  in national 
government .3 

Notwithstanding the disparate subjects and approaches developed, 
the essays in this volume aI1 discuss and describe a variety of ways in 



which international politics is changing and assess forces whose conse- 
quence will be a much diffeent international politics in the next cenby. 
'This stmds in marked contrast to Che static nature of m c h  theorizing in 
international relatiuns where scholars often argue that, since it is unlikely 
that internationrxl anarchy will be replaced by world government, the 
only thixlg that can ehange is thc distribution of power: The balance of 
power works in this c e n t u ~ ,  it is daimed, and wilf work in the next cen- 
tury the way it has worked in prior cenbries. This type oE theorizing, sta- 
tic and synch.ronic, can be found in all the social sciences. Even when 
such scholars recowize that thei.r prclpositions are temporally bounded 
m specific to some particular stmcture, they dcz not focus on what factors 
lead to change over time. 

Many of the essays in the volume afso forecast continued differentia- 
tion between, and specialization of, states. Rosecrance has long argwd 
against the conventior~al, realist view that all states, except for thek rela- 
tive power, arc fundamentally alike h their vltematimal perspective, In- 
stead, he has sought to apply the insights of trade theory and to see the 
internati.onaf system as orle in kvhich states could exchange and special- 
ize. In this view, states can adopt particular strategies and, change their 
foreign policy ernpbases in their allocation of  sources and effort, and 
can allow a division of abor to merge between them, Interdependence 
can and has existed between states h the hternational system.4 

Many of the essays emphasize the importance of domestic politics for 
international cooperation and conflict.' For som,  the ce~~trality of the 
pmvision of wealth to the domestic politics of modern states has spilled 
over into their international politics, Otbrrs argue that the absence of a 
domestic political afternative to market capitalism is a drivhg factor in 
international politics and that domestic politics rcmahs central to foreign 
poky* 

The contributors sometimes focus on different- prospective motivata  
forces of historical change, Some eznphasize the political, s o m  the eco- 
nomic, anci some the techdogical. Moreover, some poillt to the gktbal- 
izdion of intemtimd politics while others stress its tender~cy to bifur- 
cate the hternational arena. 

Many of the essays envision greater opportullities for enhancing state 
powe~, wealth, and status in the altered internat-imal environmemt.%nd 
some suggest that prosperity and the continued pursuit of material 
wedth will likely by itself make for a mcrw peaceful world. Indeed they 
emphasize Chat econamk globalizat-ion is limiting the scope of the politi- 
cat a development they find to be all to the good because the reduced 
ability of states to interfere in market transactions makes for the mom ef- 
ficient creation of wealth, somelhing that l id t s  and constrains political 
conflict and. m y  reduce the prospects for w a  
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Others are more inclhed to stress that peace and prosperity dcpend on 
politics. Historically, pattems of stability often seem to be determined by 
the political arrangements m o n g  the leading counkies and by the con- 
ception of peace they happen to agree on.' In addition, some argue that 
an international slrciety has emerged in wbich states must necessarily 
justify and explain their actions.T~entral to a more pacific global order 
may be the existence of quasi-judicial international institutions that pm- 
vide the social lubricant necessary in any society in which actors face ex- 
igel~t cix~~mstmces, 

Some of the essays emphasize the development of ideas as the motor 
forces behind the ecmornic policies that underlie globalizatkn: 'I'l-re mak- 
ratio11 of economics a a science has been a hallmark of the twentieth cen- 
tury and, by virtue of U?is science, policymakers now know what to do, For 
others, the twmtie& cmtury has been an era of economic experimentatic.m 
that has left in its wake many failures asld econontic basket cases, and 
those states that have made the gr~atest strides are the ones that have 
learned and adopted thc. agpmpriatc. policks, a path that is clpm to others. 
'Thus, the grow* of economic science and the crmergence of what may be 
a scholarly consensus about appropriate economic policies could be a pro- 
gressiue visinn of inkllectual growth and develapmmt. @ it could be a R- 
tusn to a more classical set oE eco~~omic arguments after a crcnhry of failed 
experhents with alternatives to liberalism, a product not so much of in- 
tekt-ual advance as of pairnhl lea 

Mst. of the essays seem to szlggest that states will remain the centrd 
actms of world politics. NeverUleless, a number of the essays stress that 
the states of the next century will be different, and they see market forces 
as changing the naturc of states as they increasingly become constrained 
by glohal economic and technologcal forces beyond. their control. In 
some cases, states will opt, or be forced to opt, for international ine;titu- 
tions m d  arrangements that will djrninish their soverejgnty 

There is also some disagreement about the irrrplications of, and the 
continued prospects for, the depditicization of markets. Some see the 
continued triumph of market capitarism and a redu,ced role for the state. 
Others voice misgivhgs about the consequences of a return to Iaissez- 
faire through globalization and about the instabilities of global capital- 
ism. They are concemcd &out the social costs of rising inequality, do- 
mestically and hternationally, and see the prospect of a world 
increasingly divided between the haves and the have-nots with attendant 
increases in domestic and international conflict. 

Even mom general15 some of the essays raise the possibiljty of a dan- 
gerouuift between the political and the econcrmic, 'I'hey ask, for exam- 
ple, how we can square an economically successfuX China wjth a politi- 
cally dissatisfied one. 



The authors thus disagree about whether international politics is wit- 
nessing increased globalization and integration or fragmentation and re- 
gionalization. Some of the essays suggest that the transformations that 
are occurring arc systemic and global, and they argue that the growth of 
market exchange and the new comrmnicatic,ns revoluticm has impelled 
much of this process. Others emphasize that dobatisation, prosperity, 
and hstitutionalized hternational cooperation apply d y  to a subset of 
nations. The rich, advanced i~~dustrial nations are Fndeed interested in 
gtting wealthy and now confront a quite benign seclnri? emvimnmnt, 
Yet large parts of the world are ecmomically backvvard., falling behixld, 
and embroiled in a variety of intra- and interstate conflicts. 

Indeed, it could be argued that Rosecrmce's delheation of a choice be- 
tween commerce and conquest characterizes a bhscation of the world 
and its polities. fn one world, trading states exchange with one another in 

ent whjle h the other states pursue territorial strate- 
gies and are embroiled in codicts that preclude a choice of a trading 
strategy for them. A zone of peace and prosperity may come to prevail 
amnng the advanced societies, but this may fail, for reasms of structure 
or choice, to encompass the entire world h the mditlm-tern future. 

Finally the pap"" vary in tone, Most are optimistic though some pro- 
vide caveats and quaXjlications and express some pessjmism. Most of Eke 
pessinnists rernain hopeful and most of the optimists remain cautious. 
Only a few are unabashedly triumphal. 

Some see the hture as technologically or economically determined, 
but mnst emphasize the role of political choice, and thus they stress pos- 
sibilities rather than certainties, We now confront the prospect of a bright 
future, more prosperous and peacehl thm the past century. But it will be 
accompanied by turmoil and conllict in many areas. And if those who 
emphasize politics are correct, a more prosperous and peaceful futurt? R- 
mains a matter of choice. We ~ t a i n  the t?bility to foul it up, and we must 
attempt intelligntly to manage the turbulence that remains.9 

The Essays 
The essays in this votrxme focus on the future, but are. ~spectful  of his- 
tory and of the need for dynmic explmation. 

Richard Rosecrance begIns the discussion. Following the logic of the 
theory of international trade, he suggests that a new division of labor 
enpndercd by the process of market excllange is =shaping nat-ions and 
their role h the world economy. It seems likely that countries, like firms, 
will increasingly come to specialize. Combined with new techological 
developments, this will lead to a situation in which the instrusnents 
availa:ble for combating or dissuading major military conflicts will be- 
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come far more numerous and powerful than in the past. Most impor- 
tantly, Rosecrance argues that modern states arc. experiencing the same 
downsizing and flattening Chat firms are undergohg, with probund con- 
sequences for foreign policy and international stability. 

Econwist Deepak Lal argues that economic grief in the past has 
chicfly stemmed fsm the overruling of mixrkct forces by politicians. 
However, as the world market has expanded and become integrated, 
pditicians are less able to interfere. Capital, including human capital, 
which is increasingly important, cm simply pack up and leave and take 
the politicians-tax base with it. nat is, bad economic policies can lead to 
m almost instantaneous reduction of a nation" wealth. m d  are accord- 
hgly readily punished. Partly as a result, the world may be returning to 
the classical liberal international order of the nineteenth century. 

Political scientist J o h  MueLler concludes that economists have now fi- 
nally gotten on top of their sub~ect so that the advice they render is more 
likely than not to be sound. and that policymakers have, often reiuctantly, 
become willing to accept that advice. The pmspects for an unprece- 
dented expmsion of economic growth and well being accordi,ngly seem 
high, although he argues that this development will, not particularly en- 
hance happiness, or at m y  rate professilms of happhes". 

Economist Edward Vardeni cekbrates the elnding of the 6Ay-year era 
embraced by FNorld War XI and the ensuing Cdd War-a period he char- 
acterizes as an unprecedented trade barrier. With its eradication, the 
world market has been k e d  up and has massively expanded, Aided by 
quickly developing and massi\i.ely improving new technologies, the 
world eccmorny is in a good position to capitalize on thrse developments 
to the gmeral bencfjt.. 

Lawyer and political scientist Aim Allcxandroff assesses the blurring of 
national political sowewignty that must emerge as the world enters an era 
donninated by economics. As a prototype of things to come, he analyzes 
the relationship between the Unje-ed States, Canada, and Mexico, in 
which a cmsensual, but politkaliy cmtroversiai, eccmomic rebalancing 
has led to a slow melting of sovereignty for alf three states.. 

Economist Car1 Kaysen reflects on the twentieth century and projects 
that we may be in for a half-century of peace and prosperity because of 
four ongoing transformations in the underlying forces shaping the 
world. These are changes in international politicd organization, changes 
in ideology (particularly the triumph of capitalism and demcrcracy), 
changes in social organization toward a world society facilitated in part 
by impmved communication techologks, and increasing sophistication 
of military techmlogy and organization. At the same t h e  he assesses 
some possibiljties fos b~akdowns in this bright picture. Most plausiblc is 
the emergence of an aggrcssjve and expansive China or Russia, but he 



deems this unlikely on balmce, h part because both countries are dceply 
dependent on international trade and investment. In all this, Kaysen 
holds, political choice wjll remain important, 

Political scientist Joseph Grieco deals extensively with the atavistic- 
even economically frrational-way China sometimes has behaved in in- 
ternatimal &fairs, m d  he compares this with the approaches taken by 
two major beneficiaries of the modern world order, Germany and Japan. 
He suggests China may show signs of territorial discmtent because there 
has been so much turbrtlence in the relative capabilities of the corntries 
of East Asia and because there is less regional social capital, or mutual 
trust, in the area. 

Political scientist Ronald Rogowski Froices misgivings about same as- 
pects of international econurrric developments, As the world economy 
comes more and more to depend on the efiectiwe developmmt m d  ekki- 
cimt use of h w ~ a n  capital, there will be p a t  benefit h r  many, but he anl 
ticipates that this process will also lead to m clconomic divergenre of na- 
tictm and ~g ions .  H e  sees igration, parGcularly of the most able, from 
ba,ckward rc3gio11s and a hei,l;htemed hvelfart cost to political fail- (caused 
by an mderhvestment in human capital) even as great sociaI, benefits ae- 
m e  to those areas well governed. This could lead to an fncreasing divisicrn 
betwee11 wealthy democracies m d  bpoverished no11-democracies m d  to 
military turmoil in what used to be known as the mird Wdd. 

Political scimtist Michactf Brawn focuses on the last of these probtems: 
internal m d  e o m m a l  conflict. However eeonontically irra.t.icmal they 
may often be, such cmAjcts remain the most pepvasive-indeed, almost 
the only-farm of armed vialtmce in the world. At times, he argues, these 
can have important and problematic implications-eco11omic m d  other- 
wise-for the wealthy leading countries. He assesses policies those coun- 
tries might apply to deal with the tww;I, and he also considers the ef- 
fects of economic develaprrrent-or the lack thereof-in causing os 
exacerbathg such codicts. 

Political scientist Cherie Steele considers the effects on the intcrna- 
tional system of technological change which, she argues, is often dekr- 
mining. A new system, she suggests, is indeed emerging, and most of the 
incentives increasingly favcrr econcrmic strategies-trading perspectives 
rather than territorial- ones. As a res~dt, states may well become smaller 
and mre specialized and, peshaps, culturally based. However, unequal 
resources, uneven economic growth, and a conthuing shift from tradi- 
tional mmufacturhg toward infarmatio11-based technologies may exac- 
erbak core-periphery problems, sometimes leading to the violent flaunt- 
ing of emerging i~~ternational norms by those left behind. Moreover, 
techllological imperatives codd change and begin to promise gseater re- 
turns for military strategies than for cooperative, economic ones. 
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Political scientist Arthur Stein asks why states justify their behavior. As 
he puts it, "marchy should mean not having to say you arc. sorry.'" He 
lays out reasons why states might want to explain their choices. Me ar- 
gues that justification in international politics demmstrates the impor- 
tance of domestic politics to foreign policy and the existence of an inter- 
national society with shared values. He also argues that justification is an 
irnportant component of i n t m a t i o d  institutions and mghes  and the 
basis of an international society tbat approximates how dmestic society 
f unctio~~s, 

Historian Paul Schroeder compams the end of the Cold War to similar 
international periods following 1643 and 3311. During the Cold War, he 
argues, the major cmtestmts were working out their difierences wi.lhin 
an essentially peaceful context-peaceful coexistence was a centrd pur- 
pose from its very begi~ming. He finds the permanent pacification and in- 
tegration of Western Europe durfng the Cold War to be particularly im- 
portant because the very concept of peace was redefJEIed, expanded, and 
transformed in the process. From this perspective the end of the Cold 
War can be characterized as the &option by the Commmist world to 
this expanded and transformed definition of peace. Because this process 
is supported by such institutions as demcracy, free trade and communi- 
cation, market-based ecmomics, and the rule of l a y  this could be a real 
breakthrough to general world. peace, unlike the temporary and partial 
ones that took pIace in earlier centuries. Histcrrical experience suggests, 
however, that this breakthrough could still break dokvn-ideas remain 
irnportant and bad ones can still be developed and gaixl acceptance. Tke 
chfef dangers, as in the past, are from fnternal decay m d  disintegration, 
and Schroeder suggests that the unfettered market place is a bad and 
dangerous master h world affairs and that eternal politics will be the 
price of peace. 

International relationships can remain largely static for long stretches 
of t h e ,  and then change draxnatically at critical points. The world is now 
at one of those historic tuning points, and a new structure is being 
born-or invented. The essays in this volume s~~ggest  that the coming 
century poses both cballcnges and opportunities in international politics, 
and that there is political and ecmomic space for important new possi- 
bilities. We may be moving into m era of peace and prosperityI. but at- 
taining that result =quires getting the politics dght. 

1. Important in this process were the work and contributiom of Maxltin Shemin. 
Additiomlfy, the contributors awe t h m k  to Michael Blakley for exemplary work 
on anangements for a mmorable and produdive conference in January 1997. 



2. Actl'nn and Reaction in World Politics: Irzterrzatisnnl Systems in Pe~pect ive 
(Bostct-on: tittte, Brct-own, 1 963; reprinted, Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1 9177); 
The Rise of flze Tradifzg Sfafe: Camnzercc? alzd Conquest in the Modern World (New 
Yc3rk: Basic Books, 3986); Tht Rise of tlte Krtzcnl State: Wealfh and Power 2'12 the Gong- 
itzg C e ~ ~ t u r y  (New York: Basic Boc~ks, 1999). Other works discuss these issues as 
well. His international rejations textbook, Irzternal.;ional Relations: Pwce or War? 
(New York: McGratzr-Hill, 19731, stands out for its historical discussion and 
analysis. When Rosecrance created an events database, it was the only one not Eo- 
cused on current events and the era of the Cotcl War, as he fc3und the Bismarckian 
period appropriate both Ear testing many international relatiom theories and for 
generating lessons fc)r mclre modern times. See, among other articles, Richard 
Rosecrance, Alan Alexandroff, Brian Healy, and Arthur A. Stein, *'Power, Balance 
of Power and Status in Nineteenth Century- International Relations," &ge Profa- 
sit~tzat Papers in Inte~*rzatiorze;tl Sfzrdies no. 23 (19f;74); Rt2nald Goodman, Jeffery Hart, 
and Richard Rosecrancc;3, "Testing International Theoryf" in Eddward E. Azar and 
joseph D. Ben-Dak, eds., TIzesry and Pmctice ofEve.12ts Research (New York: Cordon 
& Breach, 2 975). 

3. Rosecrance" interdixiplinary orientation has also included psychology. He 
is the only political scientist, for example, to have noted the importance of struc- 
tural balance theory for international relations. See Richard Rc>secrance, hztema- 
fl;onal Relatl'ons: Peacr. or War?; and H.  Brooke McDonrlld and Richard Rosecrance, 
"AAlliance and Struct-uraI Balance in the International System: A Reinterpreta- 
tion," "?urr-.ml of Go~zJkt Reso;otutio~ 29 (March 1985): 57-82, 

4. Rlchard Rosecrance, The Rise of the Rading Slate; Richard Rosecrance and 
Arthur A, Stein, ""lterdependence: Myth or Reality?" World Potifr'es 26 (October 
1973): 3-27; Richard Rosecrance, "International Interdependence," in Geoffrey L. 
Goodwin and Andrew Linklater, eds., Nezu Dimetzsiuzts of Inkorid Politics (Hew 
York: Hafsted Press, 1975); Richard Rosecrance, Alan AlexandroiEf, W. Koehler, J. 
Krtdl, S. taquer, and J. Stc>cker, "Whither Interdependence?" hztemational Organi- 

r 1977): 425471. There is a long-standing tendency in interna- 
tional relations to treat states as analogues of firms and to borrow- ideas from eco- 
nomics. Rosecrance argues that the realist mainstream has only bc~rrrtwed 
arguments about competition and that other ideas can be more frultfu-ully applied. 
See Richard Rosecrance, "International theory revisited,"Vntenzatiozzal Qrgn~lr'za- 
fimz 35 (Autumn 2981): 691-713, as well as MS delineation of a political anal%ue 
for the virtual corporation in his ""Te Rise of the Virtual State," Foreigl.1 Aflnirs 175 
(July /August 1996): 45-61. 

5.  8x1 this issue, see, in particulas; Richard Rosecrance and Arthur A. Stein, 
eds., The Dclrlrzestic Bases of Grn~zd Strategy (Ithaca, PJY Cornell University Press, 
1993). 

6. Rosecrance has long emphasizd the impc~rtance of reward and pc~sitive in- 
ducements in contrast to threat and sanctions as the basis for altering state be- 
havior. During the Cold War, he nsted that deterrence could be more easily 
achieved by increasing the payuffs states obtained in the status quo and thereby 
reducing their incentive to challenge the status quo. This conclusictn emerged 
readily fmm the standard deterrence qurltions that others wed merely to deter- 
mine which weapons systems were mc~re c)r less stabilizing. Richard Rosecrance, 
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StrakgE'c Deterrence Recansidemd (London: International Institute for Strategic 
Studies, 1975); Richard Rosecrance, hz temationtll Rehtions: Peacc or War?; Richard 
Rosecrance, "Reward, Punishment, and Xnterdc3pendence,"" journal of Cmjict Res- 
ofzrlian 25 (March 1982): 31-46, 

7. This emphasis also picks up on a Rosecrance theme, namely the impc~rtanee 
of the relations fc?rged beh-een great powers at the end of major global wars. For 
his arguments about the prospect for a new concert of powers in the wake of the 
Cold War, see Rchard Rosecrance, ""A New Concert of 13awers,'" Foreign Afaim 71 
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